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Reade ...s' Choice Selections
"j\)o""emoch}'"' bl' 5"'5o" H",iti"k o"d "Lesoc}'"' bl' R",th Koob
we ee chosen by the I"'eaders as the best poet ..y and pl"ose selections.
Nonnemachy
'Twas Lindskoog, and the Schulte Zuner
Did Hill and Herzog in the Lay,
All Otten were the Noordeuner,
And the Thayer, Patti A.
Beware the Nonnemachier), lad,
The claws that Lubben, teeth that grin
Beware the Bultman and Hegstad
The Jufferish Schouten, Kim.
He took his Barker sword in hand
Long time he sought the Jiskoot foe
Then rested he by McGarvey, T.
And sat awhile, Takalo.
And as, in Muilenburg he sat,
The Nonnemachier), eyes alight
Came Floding through the Myhren, Pat,
And Stickeled Janice Knight.
Two, One! Two, One! And Anderson,
The Barker blade went o'er the turf,
He downed it twice, and with its Weiss
He went 'a VanderWerff.
And hast thou slain the Nonnemach?
Come to my arms, let's write a poem,
Kennedy scene! DeJong! Blezein!
He Tumwalled Westerholm.
'Twas Lindskoog, and the Schulte Zuner
Did Hill and Herzog in the Lay,
All Otten were the Noordeuner,
And the Thayer, Patti A.
Susan Huitink
As I turn the key in the lock and push
open the door, I realize that I've been
crossing this threshold for thirty-three
years. That first time, when I was seven
and pigtailed, the rooms were empty,
as they are now, but the echoes were
exhilara ting reverberations of
possibilities. Today, now that I'm forty
and graying, the echoes are haunting
facsimiles ofthe past. Death,
I'vediscDvered,laysclaim to
houses as well as lives, casts
its pall over rooms as well as
hearts.
I've been engaging in this
echo-making for months. A
ooollydetached person could
have completed the chore in
a few days. But I've never
been coolly detached.
In the beginning, I spent
anguished hours just opening
cupboards, drawers, and
closets, and then closing them
again, contents undisturbed,
until one day the desire to
touch was stronger than the
anticipation of pain.
"Connect, George. Connect,"
I told myself, remembering
an oft-repeated exhortation
from Steven Sondheim's
"Sunday in the Park With
George."
Make a connection,
What better place to start,
I thought, than myoid
bedroom- my daffodil-
lined and Cape-Cod-curtained haven.
But it's astonishing how unfamiliar a
familiar room can be when February
chills every comer. When the nurturing
force is gone. But small voices of half-
forgotten friends beckoned me from
the bookshelves. I stood on a child-
sized wooden chair and reached up;
down came, one at a time, the gold-
embossed Treasury of Classics for
Children. Volume after volume, page
after page-- an outpouring of stories
and illustrations and memories. 'These
are for saving," I told myself. Grasping
the chair for descent, I felt the
unevenness of the curved. back, then
smiled, remembering. Long before I
rings, and broken suitcases. But other
items, like Mother's Day cards and
Sunday school teacher certificates, were
stuffed into the nether regions of the
dumpster at the city park where no
nosy neighbors could point accusatory
fingers at my apparent lack of
sentimentality.
Evenafter discarding became nearly
automatic, certain items cut
like surgical incisions
through my acquired
detachment: letters worn
from countless re-readings,
lovers in faded photographs,
flecks of mica, pressed
pansies, two baby teeth,
snips of blonde hair tied in a
pink ribbon, vials of
nitroglycerin that spoke of
suffering seldom mentioned.
"For everything we take
wi th us, there is something
we leave behind," Herman
Rocher once wrote ina novel.
Years later, making a
connection, I wrote on a
scrap of paper, "Everything
I take from this place and
everything I bequeath to it
determines my fortune."
Now there is nothing to
bequeath but echoes, and
there is nothing left to keep
but the one box waiting for
me on the back porch. It is
marked, with carefully-
formed block letters,
'Mother's Things." Thehouse is empty,
the furniture long gone; somewhere
strangers sleep in my mother's double
bed.
In one last, compulsive circuit
through the house, I check each room to
be certain nothing has been forgotten.
Closets gape open accusingly. Empty
kitchendrawersjutoutatvaryingangles
like scolding tongues.
A flash of color catches my eye. I
reach for a prism pendant still hanging
in the window ... then withdraw my
hand. Locking the door behind me, I
leave the prism where my mother had
placed it, spreading its spectrum in soft
rays of light.
Legacy
Ruth Koob
was born, I'm told, my brother had tied
this chair to his tricycle; after several
expeditions up and down the sidewalk
with the chair dragging behind, the
curved back was soon worn down.
"This, too, is for saving," I promised.
But time puts a different face on
things. A week or so later, the beloved
books and thesidewalk-worn chairwere
\.
added to the pile designated
"Auction"- but not without a twinge
of guilt. Over the next few months, they
were constantly moved from "Save" to
"Sell" and back again. In the end, they
were sold to the highest bidder, who
had neither knowledge nor need of
their history.
Things without poignancy were, of
course, painless to discard. Junk
drawers were the easiest- with a swift
twist of the wrist, a profusion of
thumbtacks, rubber bands, and faucet
washers fell into the wastebasket,
joining shoehorns, bottle brushes, and
soap slivers. And I had no trouble
discarding plastic flowers, Mason jar
J
Shell-gatherers When It Rains
Swelling waves
urge
forward totoard
shore
heaving their depths
heaving their depths
onto
rolling heights
then
spill beneath the next
rushing
urge.
We all paint a horizon-line
thick across a page
either on the bottom edge of sky
like bricks laid down
right down
touching the earth,
or on the top of land
like a stretch of cement
poured in the place of sod.
But we never trip over bricks
or stumble onto cement
when we reach the place we've put our paint.
Shel/-gatherers
shuffle on sand
sift through
surface grains
rummage through dull clinking
in dry palms
then
swear they hear messages
in the whispering clamped to their ear-
in the air scraping
empty interiors of shell
swelling into
echoes
spilling into
empty interiors of ear
spilling back
onto sand
as if the ocean would say anything
And anyway,
when it rains,
the line we've painted washes out
to permit heavy drops
passage.
Johanna Gravatt
Because It Passes
Johanna Gravatt
[ uouied to live
with September as if
it were dying.
[vowed
to detect greens and blues,
mellouied and grayed by rain-
hushed gardens
drooping in soggy, crinkled silence.
[ watched ditches
for remnants
of wildflowers-
those surprising bouquets of bright yell(!UJ
against mustard crops.
I noticed how much more lithely
weeds lean
on fence rows
than in cornered long-necked pottery.
I watched death decorate the land
before leaves could gloss over the facts-
before the fields would
reach for their stored white sheets and
give them a good
flip
in the air
to settle smooth and even.
About the deep water at the center
where receding turns to rushing,
swirling
still.
Johanna Gravatt
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In Pursuit of the Little Red·Haired Girl
He was standing behind a young
tree across from her house. I remember
ears poking out on either side of the
tree, and his worried voice exploring
all of the horrible social catastrophes
thatcould befall him ifhe tried to return
the handkerchief to the Little Red-
Haired Girl whom he was hopelessly in
love with. (He never figured out her
real name; "Little Red-Haired Girl" was
the only way he ever knew her.) Charlie
went around and around in dizzying
circles of illogic, trying to reach a
decision. Finally one of his friends
stopped by.and he took the handkerchief
to her. Charlie waited outside for what
seemed for hours. When his friend
returned, he told Charlie how she had
thanked him, invited him inside for
milk and cookies,and talked with him.
Charlie sighed, and walked off down
the sidewalk in dejection.
I first met him in the second grade.
He was that round-headed kid that
Paul Beliman
lived down the block. His dad was a
barber, but I never met him; Charlie
andIlived ina world that had no adults
in it, only the joys and terrors of child-
hood. He wasan insecure, worried sort,
who tried everything and succeeded at
nothing. He was the kind who lost the
big football match, and pitched perfect
hitter baseball games. He struggled
through thousand word essay assign-
ments on a fifty word summer vaca-
tion. All of the girls made fun of him
("Blockhead" was a favorite), and it
seemed that even his dog outdid him.
Yt I admired him beeauseno mat-
ter how badly he failed, he kept on
trying. I considered him a special kind
of friend, one who shared my hopes
and dreams, and most of my friends
liked him too. A few of the more
narrow-minded people I knew consid-
ered him a loser, but they really didn't
see the generosity in his spirit, his will-
ingness to keep trying. All they saw
was his failures, his anxieties, his wor-
ries. They couldn't see tha t they were
Iaughingat themsel Yes, because of their
own fear of failure.
Yars later! lost my own football
and baseball games, and got laughed
at. Ieven found my own "Little Red-
Haired Girl" I and went through sim ilar
ordeals in pursuit of my puppy love. I
keep trying, beeause I remember that
round headed kid who's gone before
me. Some people have wondered why
I keep on trying new experiences even
when everyone knows there no way it
could succeed. Ijust smile and continue
on. I've already faced failure and it
doesn't bother me anymore--I've
alread ywalked down the sidewalk with
Charlie.
The Gift of Life
Freedom isn't found
in the eyes of a young man,
whose hands hold
the ability to take a life.
In thirty seconds or less, fully loaded,
cocked, (ready sir),
He can take away the one thing God
so intricately fashioned.
Not the kind of freedom that solves the land disputes,
nor the oil prices,
nor the recession,
nor the corrupt politics.
His coming does not solve,
but opens these problems,
giving us the choice
to respond to the needs of the people involved
or ignore them.
Freedom is found:
in the mother's hands that carry life,
in the father's feet that travel in the darkest night,
in the child's laughing eyes that reveal truth.
It was His hands that held this freedom,
offering it to others, with a healing touch.
Those same hands that washed disciples' feet,
were hammered onto the wood of the cross.
It was His feet that bore the nails;
it was His eyes that spoke this freedom,
revealed the truth.
This truth spoken brought life.
This freedom came in the form of a child
and His truth is echoed on the cross.
The kind of Freedom He offered to the 1JXJrld,
exists today ...
where the deep-rooted pain etched in our hearts,
touches healing,
opens hope,
and struggles for peace.
Beth Conkling
Finale
That day was full of life.
She went with my mom, my brothers-
In a nearby city,
They shopped, shared a meal.
We divided up her possesions.
an old saucepan
too dented to heat properly
a thin blanket
showing a design of light through it
some silverware
not quite the pattern we have
But I elected to not to go.
My world was full of green symbols
from an electronic pulse.
No time to share a day.
(I had only microseconds.)
We parceled out her memories.
a doll from her childhood
wailing for the next tea party
a snapshot of her grandchildren
captured innocence of the future
an ancient newspaper
hidden in a cedar chest
The next morning my brother woke me.
My weak eyes picked out his solemn blur.
"Gramma died last night," he announced.
When Iput my glasses on, he was gone.
I barely remember the funeral:
the cousin's too big suit coat
the strangers carrying the cold weight with me
the dirt clod lurking in my path
the pacing sun staring
the hollow wind stinging
We end her life.
Yet...
We sold her house.
the big green lawn Icut
with the small green mower
the sagging clotheslines
just Gramma's height
the old rain barrel
pretending to hold water
The memories remain,
Hoarded against the day we need her.
The family lives on
Upheld by a life.
We celebrate,
sharing a promise.
"Amazing grace! How sweet the sound,
That saved a wretch ... "
Rest in peace.
Paul BeItman
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FREEDFROB
TIlEFIRES
Amy Fichter
In search uv a shade, that's what I
am. Th' sunmusthavesomethin' against
us down here on earth 'cause it won't
stop starin' atus. Ihave a friend named
Sweet Gum jist outside th' door who's
smarter than th' sun. She stands tall 'n'
protects me from th' sun's
glarin' rays wi th 'er star-sha ped
leaves. Now while I lounge in
th' shade, I c'n fergit how hot
'n' dirty I am. Thafs what I
need t'do: get my mind offthis
heat.
Imusfvedozedoffwhillyin'
under th' tree 'cause I didn't
even hear my brother. But now
he's standin' beside me with a
look on his face that tells me
we're fixin' t' do somethin' fun
today. Withoutwamin'hetakes
off in th' direction of th' cotton
barn. I must ketch up with lim.
Istart t' sprint; he's so far ahead.
My li'l legs won't tote meas fast
as I'd like t' go. I gasp fer more
air as Ic'n fil my heart beat in
my stomach, in my chin, in my
brain, in every part uv my body.
Sweat falls from my mass uv tangles
int' my eyes so Icain't see out uv 'em.
Il seemed like such a long journey,
th' run from th' yard f th' cotton barn,
but I've fin'lIy made it. Inside this
build in' I always feel so free an' lIoaty;
irs my fav'rite place f play. Today th'
cotton fills up not-quite haIfa this
enormousplace.Icain'tseem t' find my
brother in here, but 'e'Il be back. I'll
wait fer 'im while I sit on my cloud uv
cotton.My cloud is kinda wet 'n' full uv
seeds but I c'n still imagine that I'm
floatin' aroun' in th' sky.
I c'n tell my brother's back 'cause 'is
shadow comes in th' door before he
does. I wonder whut he's got hidden in
'is fists. My eyes almost pop straight
outa my head as 'ereveals two corn-silk
cigarettes that 'emade hisself. We aren't
really gonna smoke them, I try 'n'
convince myself, but I know we will.
We have too much fun doin' things
we're not s'pposed to.
My brother tries I' lightmycigarette
'n' manages t' light my finger at th'
same time. Before I c'n lick my finger t'
relieve th' pain, I drop th' lit cigarette
'n' watch it ignite th' cotton below my
feel. It begins f spread 'n' since th'
cotton is still wet, th' fire leaves behind
itenormousamountsuvsmoke.lknow
right where that smoke'll go; it's goin'
t' find Daddy 'n' let 'im know that me
'n' my brother have been smokin' 'n'
that we've caught 'is precious harvest
on tire.Whutstarted outt'beanexcitin'
adventure in th' cotton barn has turned
intojustanotherway t'make th' summer
hotter.
Afterth' punishmentuvbein' sent t'
bed early, th' mockin'bird awakens me
t' another summer day. It'sas hot when
th' sun comes upas when it is high in th'
sky. Whut should I do I'day? I c'd go
dim' up th' pine trees in our pasture.
Th' branches are spaced jist dose enuf
fer my legs to step up from one f
another. When I'm up there, I c'n hear
th' wind whistle, sound in' lik'a million
turtle doves. Th' wind 'n' I, we like f
playa li'I game; he tries I' swayth' trees
hard enuf t' throw me off. Bullhangon
as hard as I c'n 'n' beat th' wind every
time.
No one c'n find me up in th' trees;
that's where Igo when I know I've dun
some thin' bad. Like th' other day when
I struck a match to th' piece uv cloth as
I wuz fold in' the laundry. I wuz scared
I' death as it caught on fire 'n' I din'
know whut else t' do but toss it in th'
slop jar. I knew whul'd happen when
Momma went t' dump th' jar so I went
t' hide out in my pine trees.
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the Pasture
A large cold boulder is my perch.
above me an umbrella of branches-
long and whip-like, are dancing.
through these branches! see
puzzle-pieces of blue sky.
I greet an occasional cloud ...as it passes-
but it tumbles along without answering.
Looking down at my rock...I idly chat to a busy ant
but it pays me no heed as it scurries on its way.
All around me the pasture is teeming with life...
grasshoppers jump in the tall weeds ...
birds warble in well-matched harmonies ...
the long carpet of grass sways,
caught in the rhythm of the wind.
with child-like wonder
I soak in my surroundings ...
and long to be a part of it.
Maya Gravatt
Woodcutting
l heard his heavy boots on the stairs.
He paused, knocking before entering my sister's room.
"Boots and Saddles, Girls-we need to get an early start.
Up and at Em!"
Those dreaded words! loathed so!
They stood for; long cold hours of snow-soaked moon-boots,
gloves that held in the winter, rather than repelled it,
the unending buzz of a chainsaw that worked its
way into your brain, and vibrated your nerves,
flying woodchips landing in sensitive eyes until painful tears
finally washed them out.
lAyers of clothes; the first two, sweat-soaked
the last two; weather-soaked. and
heavy arms loaded down by heavier chunks of wood.
my mind conjured these thoughts as l tightened
my grip on the warm blankets, hating to leave them.
the sound of my sisters' dresser drawers mixed
with the knock on my door.
Before hearing the dreaded words again,
l threw off my blankets and entered the world
of coldness. Trying to muster a light tone- l
answered-'Tm up dad."
Maya Gravatt
Sainted Cloak of Stranger Snow
Last night the improbable happened
Snow hindered the scurry of goblins
the thick powder glaze stuck fast the fearful
Tasting woodsmake was more tempting than chocolate treats
Hal Only the die-hard traditionalist took to the streets
Chattering teeth marked the cold and mirth
Wherefriends explored arm in arm Nature's new birth
Burst forth these characters on the eve of all Hallow
Thriving from challenge and looking quite sallow
Nature's blanket perhaps was a protest?
A giant object lesson to all of us
This black night some believe still evil
was buried in white innocence
Instead of God's curse was blest
Today the wind and snow continues to blow
On this day of all Saints there's nowhere to go
God's inconvenient wet blessing will remain in and out now all winter
His Saints surrounded in their private worlds
Along with Heathen brothers
Might peek at His justice unfurled
In even stranger unseasoned accidental splinters
Sarah Walton
Remnants of Harvest
Shiny speckIes of broken stalks
protrude from black backdrop
till eye meets horizon-
their jagged pattern
only hints
of mechanized rows.
Maya Gravatt
Birthday Snowflake
Grain Bin
I do not sculpt or weave or draw
but join me as I look in awe
at this small thing the heavens made-
No, do not let your wonder fade:
see care in each created point,
know that same hand sketched limb and joint,
knit sense and sight, carved song in voice,
and in this art of grace-rejoice.
Mary Van Rheenen
Rust eatsfire engine red
until the bin boasts only
powdered brick.
Maya Gravatt
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·Checkmate 30 Love Clockwork
I wanted to see you tonight
My feet were directed down a small dark hall
their map was unknown to me
until I stood before your door now not yours
my ears strained for the music
that first led me through your intimidating office door
Brahms, Beethoven, Bach beckoning me in
to settle in sweet sanctuary across the desk from you
My eyes burn for some glimmer
within the present unfamiliar
Deep inside I know
My heart fends off night attacks
A ravished wolf branded "Loneliness" bites and snaps
I parry the trainer's thrust
Memory mounted high on this gruesome beast's bristled back
He whips his animal ever forward
Aiming his sword all the while at my demise
He does not want to kill
He has no glory living in heart's outpost alone
He, Memory Black Knight, takes prisoners
to feed his army of wolves and pitiful beasts
I turn away from your door
I run out of your hallway, the music ...sweet light
She, Reality White Queen, charges Black Knight
He loses all power under her steady gaze
He surrenders now helpless and chagrin ned
The wolf calms down charmed by her sure grace
She feeds the beast a welcomed meal
The meat seasoned highly of conversations past and present
All guards report Fort Heart safe
Night marauders stay motionless in the Queen's regal presence
My feet plot a course home
before my door I check my mailbox once again
the mailman could have been late
I've known Black Knights even more vicious in Europe
Who destroy outposts installing iron gates
Silence is their motto
Maybe a letter will come tomorrow?
Stalemate is hard to accomplish
Unless we both give up our Reality White Queens
The sport is dead without them
Let's continue to play when we can afford to
I believe it is your maoe
Dimmed lights,
The orchestra tests the air.
The Dancers greet the floor,
Then each other.
The music maoes among the Dancers,
Takes them in hand.
Shadow among shadows,
The Dancers glide.
The movements are prescribed, exact,
In touch with the music.
(But lost to themselues.)
With the precision of a timepiece,
they whirl around.
(They look as though droumed.)
The Music beckons,
I hesitate.
The Music calls,
I demure.
The Dancers spin,
I falter.
The Dance goes on,
And!...
I move into the Dance,
A desperate chance.
I step out on the floor, and am
Caught.
lam
Trapped
In the
Gears
As the
Clock
Heaves out
Midnight.
Paul Beltman
Sarah Walton
Creator
Paul BeItman
The statistics room was that peculiar
degreeofwann thatonlyacoupledozen
vegetating minds can generate. The
instructor's voice droned on and on
with casual menace as he described
how to determine the normal
dislributioncurvewherethepopulation
"n" is greater than thirty. Iwas sitting
near the front, which lay the burden of
appearing interested on me.
Fortunately, I am highly trained, and I
moved my pencil and nodded in deep
appreciationatthe right moments. With
my body thus occupied, my
mind was free to roam
elsewhere.
The battle was at its
dimax. The screams of dying
soldiers lifted up to the sky.
I, the Baron, faced my
nemesis on the plains in front
of the royal city. Shouting
my war kiai, I charged into
combat with the Usurper,
the Dark General of the
inhuman invaders, the evil
Black Prince Bernie. (Insert
here an epic ba ttle taking
place with the Usurper killed
and the war won by the good
and the true.) I retire to Iive
a quiet life of ease in my
castle.
Hold on, there's another half hour
until we get out of Stats,
The Baron becomes bored with his
easy life; he needs adventure. He travels
deep into the ancient mountains}' finds
the lair of the dragon, and searches
through its winding passages until he
discovers the beast Ah, but this dragon
is also a powerful magician, and dragon
magic is based on illusion and
deception. As the Baron becomes
disoriented, the dragon taunts him,
presents him with a Challenge. The
ground dissolves before his feet and he
finds himself fighting for balance on
the rim of a great chasm. The dragon
tells him that he must decide if the
chasm is real, or just an illusion. If it is
an illusion, he could just walk across
without harm. But if it is real, he will
plummet to his death. What will the
warrior do?
Class is over. With inhuman speed
the students pack up and make a break
for the door. I store the image of the
warrior standing there in the back of
my mind, and in the weeks that follow,
I keep coming back to it. Three months
later, I am working at my summer job
in the Computer Center. At noon I get
an hour off,and instead of going out for
dinner, I slip two quarters into the Coke
machine and sit down in front of the
computer.
Imagine a writer in a dark room
with a feverish look in his eyes, puffing
on a briar pipe, furiously typing on an
ancient typewriter. Everyonceina while
he pauses, looks into some distant
corner until inspiration strikes. He
hunchesDverthetypewriteronceagain,
oblivious to his cheap boarding house
room. Imagine me, sitting in the
Computer Center with a feverish look
in my eyes, drinking a can of Coke,. and
furiously typing at the keyboard,
making the dreams in my head come
alive. Slowly an image comes out on
the paper. A warrior standing at the
base of a massive mountain, preparing
to face the challenge of his life.
A week later, after several fits and
starts, I've roughed out the story. It isn't
very good, but it's a start. The warrior
starts out at the base of the mountain,
fights his way into the dragon's lair
deep in the heart of the mountain, and
undertakes the three trials (why are
always three?). I try to make the
experience as real to the reader as they
are to me. Theancientmountain rearing
up into the sky, the rough, broken
granite that he claws his way up, the
roar of the wa terfall, and the pounding
of his own heart as he grapples with
magic-inspired terror.
By the start of the fall semester, the
warrior has become much more to me
than the usual muscle bound oaf of the
formula fantasy stories. I had given the
warrior a Barony (to describe his ultra-
Lawful nature), a source for his
information about where to find the
dragon (a wandering minstrel/thief),
and a reason for wanting to seek it out
(overwhelming boredom with the day-
to-day affairs of a politician). He is
driven by his own fear of failure and his
need to find the truth, even atthe cost of
his own life. Isee in the warrior a piece
of myself, my motivations and desires.
Even though this exposure of myself
scares me, Istill write, because Itoo am
driven.
The story becomes more than a tale
to entertain, it becomes a warning, to
myself as well as others, of the dangers
of being driven. I don't care if the
readers agree with me arnot, butl want
to make them think about what I'm
trying to tell them, to affect
the reader in some way,
emotionally or intellectually.
With black marks on white
paper Icreate whole worlds
that might otherwise go
unknown. Every piece of my
Writing is a new creation,
somethinguniquethatIhave
made. I try to make the reader
really feel what I feel, to
understand what I believe.
Not only do I create my
dreams on paper, but I create
them in the reader as well.
Ona breezy fall afternoon,
I stroll into themail room and
pull out a familiar manila
envelope .My hands shake as
I slice itopen and pull out my
story, and an ominous piece of paper.
"Dear Author," itstarts, "Weare pleased
that you have chosen to submit your
story to ourmagazine. However, itdoes
notmeetourneedsatthepresenttime ..."
Iread it at least three or four times,
but the words don't change. I carefully
slide it back into the envelope and tuck
it underneath my arm. "Not bad for a
first try," I think, trying to cheer myself
up. 'Til try again wi th something else,
sometime." I walk through the LRC
and the ground gives a little quiver, like
a child whimpering underneath the
sheets at night
The space-time continuum in front
of me sud denly rips and a beast straight
from Freddy Krueger's worst nightmare
steps through, striking out at me. I
wonder where he got that andentkatana,
even as I feint left in prepara tion for
jumping high and to the right and
executing the deadly attack known as
Black Moon Rising ....
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IF NOT Hacker AND Confused THEN Read_Further;
The fifth week of his
freshman year in college
the Com pu ter Science
major walked into the
Computer Center, fired
up a cranky old IBM,
and casually logged into
the network. His
programming class had
a new assignment, bu t
he was unworried. After
all, he had been working
on computers for years.
He had originally used
Apples (in the dark ages
of junior high school),
but the IBM seemed to
be even easier. The
language he was
learning was brilliantly
logical, and he felt a
surge of power as the
program effortlessl y
flowed from his fingers.
Less than an hour later, he was finished,
while those-not-blessed still struggled
to clean out the bugs. He smugly left the
computerrunninga program cheerfully
inviting bystanders to "Have a nice
day!!"
By his senior year he has mastered
several languages, and can give teachers
suggestions on tricky programming
problems. He can fix most computer
problems at a glance ("Check your
printer options and make sure that yer
set up for a manual feed HP Laserjet 2
with ... Oh heck, I'll show you.") His
vocabulary becomes studded with
abbreviations (ROM, RAM, DRAM,
PRAM, T-PRAM, KB, MB, WORM,
CD-ROM, MO, DOS, UNIX, XENlX,
XT, AT, PS/2). His conversations with
fellow initiates begins to sound like a
foreign language.
"Hey, didya her that IBM is beta
testing DOS five point oh?"
"Yeah but never trust a version
number with a zero on the end of it."
"True, true. They'vealsoannounced
that they're gonna release an optical
drive, using MO technology. They're
figuring on getting 200 MB on each
side."
"1 heard they're also planning on
releasing a laptop wi th a 20meg floppy ."
"Great.Nowmaybel'llhaveenough
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space for bitmapped images and CAD
files. Don't tell anyone, but I got some
pirated software."
"Who doesn't?"
The ignorant bystander overhears
them chuckling sinisterly at this, and
wonders if they're planning a
kidnapping.
A certain mystique has shrouded
Computer Science majors. Witha wave
of their hand they can recall lost files,
make the printer behave, turn the
computer on, and summon other
miracles. They have no need to panic
when monitor suddenly goes blank.
Just replug that darn RCA jack that
keeps coming loose. Your account
getting too full? No problem, just login
at another terminal and do a file purge.
Thegeneral public regards computer
scientists withamixtureofwonderand
distrust. What is it that drives them?
Are they really like, well, you know,
normal people? Aside from certain
doomsayers who warn abou t the affects
of radiation spewing forth from the
monitor, the computers themselves are
not a health hazard. They come from all
walks of life, so it can't be hereditary. It
isn't due to social pressures, because
there have been known cases of hackers
socially interacting, and even going out
on dates. Rather, the
cause has been isolated
to what many consider
to be the key factor.
Caffeine.
After considerable
tests, it has been
discovered that
computer scientists
consume far more
caffeine than the
average person. They
will get it in any way
they can, usually basing
their choice ofbeverage
on the amount of
caffeine it contains.
Coffeeisa favorite, with
several major soft
drinks coming in close
behind (the debate
between Coke and
Pepsi rages even here).
A new soft drink has
recently appeared on the market.
Labeled Jolt, itcontains about three times
the sugar and twice the caffeine of
normal soft drinks. Heaven is in reach.
With the world becoming more and
more computerized each day, it win
simply be a matter of time before
computer scientists realize just how
much power they wield. Already there
are warning signs. Recently a
programmer unleashed a virus
program that caused several major
banks to crash and even invaded the
Pentagon computer. Itwill simply be a
matter of time before these seemingly
harmless pranks become the basis for
multi-million dollar extortion rackets
("Give me twenty million and plane
ticket to Bermuda or I launch the Space
Shuttle!"). Our government is working
on the problem even as we speak. They
are debating laws to deal withcomputer
piracy and virussy, and making
promises to deal with the problem. The
citizen can now sleep soundly at night
knowing this and there is no cause for
worry. We can win this fight yet, if we
don't panic. Computer scientists are
clever, but they aren't organized enough
to pose a threat to society.
My job is now finished.
I need a Coke.
Fragment
It is as simple
As an angry ward
As a swipe of a fist.
The glass spun to the edge of the table
Hesitated
He stalks out of the kitchen.
She stares at the floor.
Locked in separate worlds,
Refusing to watch as...
The glass tipped over the edge.
Each moves past
The other's world
Making empty motions.
The glass tumbled,
Hanging in the air.
Neither witnesses.
Each closes the eyes,
Eachpoints the fingers.
The glass died
A violent death.
A cry of pain.
Each shard weeps a tear of blood.
Paul Beltman
Insatiable Fury
Unsatisfiable.
A hidden rage that overpowers.
Predictable at times-
So strong and demanding
It takes all of me.
There's days I can't think straight,
Feel straight,
Know right from wrong.
Hope lost.
My body aches,
Spirit moans;
Still waiting for a cure.
Can't cry anymare;
Don't want to.
Only God knows.
Jennie Johnson
Paper Games
New pen
plays
rpith virgin
paper...
Ideas stream;
This
rs
poetry.
Joy Suzanne Sterner
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Let the Games Begin!
Susan Huitink
...The daring knight cut down his
monstrous adversary, leapt over a fallen
log, and began to scale the sheer cliff.
Rocks pummeled him from aboveas he
scrabbled for handholds. Finding a
sturdy ledge at last, he paused to catch
his breath and to quench his thirst from
a flask strapped to his side before
continuing his perilous trek.His energy
renewed, he quickly scrambled up the
remainder of the rock face, only to meet
a cyclops at the top. Drawing his
broadsword, he thrust and parried, but
to no avail-the creature was too
powerful. Slowly he was forced back to
the edge of the cliff. Arms flailing wildly
in the air, the knight fell, landing with a
disheartening crunch at the bottom of
the cliff. A funeral dirge began as the
words "Game Over" flashed upon the
screen of the Nintendo game.
Nintendo, the newest in a line of
home video game companies, is
fearlessly training the leaders of
tomorrow . .3oon personnel managers
of companies nationwide will not only
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consider work experience and
schooling, but hours spent inNintendo
playing time. Anyone with the dogged
determination required to rescue the
princess indistress will bean invaluable
asset to most companies. A Nintendo
expert with memory skills honed by
the ceaseless repetition of Super Mario
Brothers Level 3 will be vital to the
survival of any corporation. Those
businesses involved in the music
industry will be deemed fortunate if
they manage to hire someone with a
working knowledge of Nintendo
music.Most importantly, a video game
master who has perfected his eye-
thumb coordination will be essential to
manufacturers who utilize assembly-
line production.
Wi th all of these valuable attributes,
the Nintendo expert will be ready to
move quickly up the corporate ladder,
take management positions, and
perhaps even enter the political arena.
Upon close examination, some
interesting similarities emerge between
Nintendo playing and politics. The
creators of these video games must be
quite proud to have developed such a
valuable practical tool.
The first similarity appears with the
collapse of the erstwhile hero of the
game. He may have had a momentary
setback, but he leaps to his feet once
again and begins anew, fighting his
opposition. He surmounts great
obstacles: logs, stone statues, bricks,
and snapping turtles. He dodges
bombardment from all sides and
engages in hand-to-hand combat. He
ultimately defeats his enemies by
hurling huge boulders at them or simply
leaping on them, crushing them under
his powerful muscles. In politics, too,
the ability to bounce back after
misfortune strikes is vital. A politician
must be able to effectively disarm his
opposition, overcoming various
roadblocks in the process, in order to
gain the prized position.
A second line of com parison involves
the scoring system of the two games. A
Nintendo hero gains points by collecting
diverse items in his search for the
ultimate goal, by crushing various
adversaries, and by surmounting
obstacles one by one. Hecan lose points
when he gets hit by foreign objects or
fails toaccomplisha vital task. Likewise,
a politician, particularly a presidential
candidate, must get backing from
numerous Poli ticalAction Commi ttees,
endorsement by unions and
organizations of repute, and gain
staunch supporters. By making his
opponent look bad while "staying
clean" himself, a candidate can solidly
advance his campaign, moving through
state primaries and caucuses with ease.
If,however, he should be found lacking
in some personal attribute deemed
essential by the public, the candidate
can simply bid farewell to his campaign
funds and anychanceat the presidency.
A final similarity between the
Nintendo expert and the politician is
their relative usefulness to society. Their
skills are restricted toone small segment
of life alone, are unmarketable, and
hold lillie respect from others outside
of the profession. However, among
Nintendo players, the one with the
highest score is worshipped from afar,
and among pol! ticians, the one with the
most successful record is sure to have
admirers fawning at his doorstep. So
whatareyou waiting for? Getoullhere
and start rescuing princesses (and it
wouldn't hurt to kiss a few babies) on
your way to the top!
This Delusion Called Love
... tangled in your web
of lies and mediocrity
Is how I feel.
Trapped in my
feelings for you-
Feeling foolish for reading
meaning
into those words
so full of love
which you
carelessly
tossed around,
My heart breaking
as you toy with my emotions,
Picking it up as if it were a piece of
hand-blown
glass.
Trying to futilely
catch it back--
Helplessly watching as you toss it around
as if it were a toy,
My hands bleeding
as I pick up the shattered pieces-
I truly thought
that I wou ld never
Hurt
like this again.
Joy Suzanne Sterner
affinity
heartbeats melting,
lovers molding
as the night
turns into
dawn.
gently roaming,
ever-searching;
Your touch
pervades
my senses.
TwoArrows
A picture of a broken arrow sits on my
living room floor
Around it colors swirl downward like
straw falling in the wind
Conflict brushes where deception here
closes a dance together
A flash of her soul slips into these
pastel colors
Chalk drawing of wild ambition
slaps my face
A dagger digs into fresh flesh that
has been so bruised
Downward spiral my arrow opens a path
to Hell's highway
Zombie-like I dance
in this picture
This death-arrow
prepared my doom
The picture is not mine
She gave it to me "
And we live separate lives
Lives that Wereof the brokrmarrow
Sarah Walton
JSS
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Frigid night air welcomes me as I
open the back door ofmy house. Biting
winds sting my face as I look up into
the blue-black sky; bils of swirling
iceflakes color my face bright ned as I
reach into my coat pocket. Thefamiliar
rectangular box fits comfortably in my
hand, and I begin the frantic search
for ...Ah! I knew they were here! My
back to the wind, I huddle over in the
driveway. Match strikes, sudden flare
makes me squint as flame meets
tobacco. I inhale deeply as my body
relaxes completely.Ah, nicotine!
I can't remember the exact moment
my love affair with cigarettes began. I
suppose it was back in my rebellious
days, when the mere mention of
Marlboro's would send my mother
into tirades. There was nothing she
hated more than the thought of her
precious Joy lighting up. Consequently,
there was nothing which gave me more
pleasure than coming home reeking of
tobacco.
In high school, everybody smoked.
Jocks,geeks, pot-heads.and yes-even
the cheerleaders snuck a Virginia Slim
every noon. Itwas the sociable thing to
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Ie it
Joy Suzanne Sterner
do; to refuse a smoke was the highest
insult one could give to your peers. It
gotto the point that our principal would
command a teacher or paraprofessional
to stand duty outside the first-floor
bathroom between classes to intercept
any flagrant offenders of the school's
"No Smoking!" policy. We soon became
experts at the cat-and-mouse game,
making up signals and warning signs
if one of "THEM" look step one into
our sacred smoking parlor. A different
lookout was posted each a.m ... and
p-m., chosen for her sharp vision and
keen ability to intercept the old fogies
bent on ruining OUT leisurely smoke-
chats. Bonds were made inside those
four walls, and friendships which never
would ha ve survived the rigors our
cliques demanded of us. When
cigarettes were the reason forgathering.
walls fell and defenses crumbled. We
were one, united for the sole purpose
of defying au thori ty and a ttaining the
art of French-inhaling.
I am older now, and though the
Surgeon General's warnings glare at
me from the pages of magazines,
billboards and even the side of my
Camel Light's box, (hard-pack, of
course!), I am unable to resist the urge.
The twenty rolled papers with that
brown weed. inside have sustained me
through many a sleepless night, have
consoled me throughout break-ups
with true love's, have been my
companion on dark evenings at the pier
when life seemed most dismal and I
despaired for something in this world
to cling to. I love them, and they me.
They'll be with mein richer and poorer,
in good limes and bad, 'till death do us
part.
My fingers are growing numb now,
and the severe lack offeeling in my toes
tellsmeil's time to head in. As I flick the
burning filter into the wind, I look up
into the starry sky and prepare myself
for entry back into the non-smoking
shrine in which I live. My heart fills
with pity as I contemplate the poor,
deprived souls inside who have never
had the opportunity to explore this
wonderful relationship I hold with
cigarettes. Maybe if! explained to them
we could come to some sort of an
agreement. ..
Blue to Red
Cool are hearts.
So why is Valentines Day colored by splashy Red?
Red that shaws heat and passion?
Red covers every thing-
Yet many hearts are frozen. Frozen Blue.
A shattering icy Blue. Nearly white.
So why are all hearts drawn Red?
Cut cmlyfrom rough Red construction paper?
or perhaps pink-which hints of lightness and frills-
But never Blue.
Candy and cards of Red assortment are bought.
mere representations of a desperate hope they'll be welcomed.
that there will be a return.
For if there is no return-there is only regret
for attempting to change Blue to Red.
Maya Gravatt
Communication
The birds I hear
Chirp loud and clear
Outside my window pane.
Their songs let them
Communicate
The tales of Jay and Wren's last date
And joy unchanged by rain.
I'll ne'er express
My thoughts of mess
As well as their refrains.
Amy Fichter
Springtime
Springtime always puts me in a
Good mood.
Bu t this seascm
You have leukemia
And flowers aren't enough
To make me happy.
Amy Fichter
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Shoe
Boxes
Michele Koopmans
Callege will be starting soon andI need to get rid of the "junk"that has invaded my bedroom.
Under my bed I find an old scrapbook
from kindergarten which contains my
first papers and crayoned pictures. r
laugh as I remember the frightened
little farm girl who entered school
wondering what the "town kids" would
be like. My closet is filled with shoe
boxes full of dead roses and notes from
middle school and high school. These
boxes are full of all of my "firsts": my
first corsage, my first Valentine's Day
card, and my first roses. I seem to keep
more than I throwaway.
I try to identity the things that I can
finally throwaway. I decide that I can
toss the oodles of college letters,
catalogs, and folders from several
universities. Next I decide to get rid of
the clothes that I haven't worn since
sixth grade. The plaid wool skirts,
ruffled cotton shirts, and faded blue
jeans are carefully folded into the storage
box. The problem still remains that my
mother is a "saver" too. VYhich means
that after I give the box to her, she'll
probably store it somewhere else for a
later, unknown purpose.
Two days have passed and I still
haven't made much progress because
of my habit of thorough! y investiga ting
everything tha t I find. Afterdiscovering
an old note from a girlfriend I continue
to rummage through the box labeled
"Notes from Friends." I sift through the
box and find notes that are filled with,
"He smiled at me during class.Do you
think he likes me?" and the ever-
popular, "Why is she mad? What did I
do? What did he say about me?" I
decide to keep these notes, Idon't know
why.
Imove the other shoe boxesentitled "Flowers and Things,""Letters," and "Stuff" to find
my high school scrapbook hidden in
the corner of my closet. The scenes in
thepicturesarefrozenin time. But time
passes on and I must move with it.
I look out my windows and see the
hog yard. Many times it has seemed
ugly to me. But not tonight. The sunset
covers the corn fields and buildings
with a golden antique glow. My
brothers are playing catch and Dad is
shaking the mud off his boots as I hear
the sizzling of supper in the kitchen.
Mom tells the boys to come into the
house and I know that I will soon be
called too. The hogs continue to rattle
the lids to their feed bins as I pack all of
my shoe boxes back into their original
places in my closet.
A Prayer at Summer's End
I drove home across toum
angel rain is prancing on my hood
dark reflectors careening past my headlights
promises of Spring a tanfalizing tease
in the breath of this savory September evening
Transported to the "heathen's" jungle
I taste the purest rain
A soft wet inviting bath which cleanses my troubling spot
All the perfumes of Arabia can not cleanse my stained hands
Except for the concert of angels weeping for lost souls
Seraphim surround the jungle during the rainy season
Cherubim guard the desert countries waiting for some rain
In my dry house I listen to the symphony outside my unndtnn
I recognize the song
Looking Heavenward I join in the refrain
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Constructing Jungles River in the Rain
Pieces of me falling like torn paper from your hand
Gently floating to the ground down around your feet
There I stand, I sit, I lie ..J collapse
Laughing at my weakness
Surprised in my fear
Ashamed that I am frozen in this spot
Roar 0 lion! Then I will flee
In me there is no cohesive courage
You hold the border of this puzzle
Drop these pieces with the rest
Lion, lion in this jungle
I fear being your prey
Paper is not weighty it blows far away
The jungle is your kingdom to roam
A lioness will reign with you
Her picture you will easily construct
Lions never work on puzzles
Except in my jungle of make-believe
The piiier-pat hollow soft
consistent sounds controlling me
Tonight I jump knee-deep
in playful puddles of our past
we walk where laughter rings echoes
contemptuous notes caressing us
Yet nothing grows from our
robust rendezvous for lack of rain
water from Heaven
overflowing my banks
fast [urious frenzied flaw
mudding the water
changing the course
shrewd serious single soul
dancing in the memory
discovering my own music
Sarah Walton
Sarah Walton
Morocco Moonlight Dancing
Dreams and facts tango outside my tent tonight
By torchlight I touch thoughts bordering danger territory
Shivering I watch the mating dance drumming feverishly
Moonlight washing the dancers completely from night's fury
Sweet surrender cawers away for fear of freedom
Freedom breaks the native rhythm pounding black serenade
I lay down to sleep
The drums silence
Surrender sings her lullaby
Soothing at my bedside
I relax in her mothering strains finding peace
Sarah Walton
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Seeing With the Heart
Wh a child's delight, I saw
them-thin strips of blue and white
gingham woven intoa bird's nest. Even
before I could comment on my
discovery, my husband eased the car
into reverse, slowed to a stop, and
stepped out into the tangle of trees an
arm's reach from the dirt road.
"What are you doing?" I asked.
In lieu of a reply, he offered me a
hand ful of mulberries.
"I didn't even see them!" I said,
frowning. "But look at that nest made
of gingham!"
Hefollowed my pointing finger, then
smiled. "Notice what kind of tree it's
in."
I noted the deeply lobed leaves, the
distinctive bark, the plump fruit. "Oh,"
I finally replied, lamely. "Mulberry."
So Iknow my husband is right when
he says I don't see the obvious. I
rationalize by telling him that the
obvious is ordinary, that lovers and
poets-true visionaries-see the Tare
and the half-hidden.
"But sometimes it's the obvious, not
the hidden, thatis special," my husband
suggests.
-rday his words are in the back of
mymind asI sit here readingon the flat,
sun-baked roof of our apartment. The
red brick wall of the neighboring
building cordons off all ordinary views.
The terra cotta tiled roof scallops the
cloudless sky with a decidedly Spani sh
flair. I imagine myselfin Madrid, a poet
basking in the sun, studying tomes of
philosophy.
But the wall is only a partial barrier
to the mundane. Several yards beyond
the edge of the tar-papered roof, an
alley cuts like an ugly scar through my
musings. Frayed black wires crisscross
from building to building. A maze of
ramshackle staircases leads nowhere.
Huge humming transformers, high
upon their weathered pylon platforms,
throb in mega-volt synchrony. Assorted
plywood signs, with paint blistered and
peeling,ad verlise hardware, liquor, and
shoe repair. "Alleys should be
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outlawed," I mutter as I cast my gaze
across the alley to concentrate on the
elms' swelling buds, on the energy
flOWing almost perceptibly from the
deepest root tips to the farthermost
points of branches. The ritual stirring
of life.
A sudden movement diverts my at-
tention. The man across the street is
raking his yard. Tines scratch along the
sidewalk, thenchurnupdecayed leaves,
forming a long, damp pile. The man
pauses to clear stubborn leaves from
the tines, then makes another long
sweep. Then another. And another. He
rakes the length of the lawn, meticu-
louslygroomingtheearth. On his knees,
he gathers the sodden mulch, bag after
bag until the lawn seems virginal again.
, turn back to my Spanish wall,
where Icontemplate a hairline fracture
chronicling the settling of the building.
Tufts of dry grass, remnants of last
summer, poke their frizzled edges
through the cracked mortar. A solitary
spider emerges from the crack's day
darkness to trek the pitted plateau.
The pages of my philosophy text
flutter, gently summoning a return to
the ancient and the abstract. The inky
shapes blur, then conform to even lines
of block type. Concentra teoConcentra teo
But the man in my peripheral vision
is distracting in an oddly disconcerting
way. He is leaning now on his rake,
pausing beside his trellised frontporch.
I imagine my husband saying,
"Sometimes it's the obvious, not the
hidden, that is special."
"Okay," I say out loud, addressing
myself. 'What's so obvious and so
special about this scene? An ordinary
man is raking an ordinary yard on an
ordinary street in an ordinary town on
an ordinary spring day. What's so
special about that?"
I imagine my husband whispering,
"You're missing something."
I scowl. I squint. I counter, "No,
nothing worth noting. A Simple task
completed. Nothing special in that," I
smirk, dismissing the notion.
SUddenlY I remember something
about the man who is raking. Something
Ihad known for years but had somehow
overlooked in my arrogant pursuit of
the obscure. This man raking his yard
with meticulous precision .. .is blind.
Suddenly seeing the obvious, I
marvel.
The Comforter Comes
She moves me down the dark path forward
1 hesitate to place my foot
Screaming that there's nothing there
She has proven that her night vision is better than mine
1 can't go on walking on illusions
Her soft whisper reassures me "it's real"
Terrified 1bolt into the darkness
Yelling about how 1trust her
Belligerently scraping my shins on large obstacles
"See? I'm wounded!" 1pout
Her Spirit hands wash clean my mangled feet
Sensing that I have no strength to stand
She places me in the arms of the pathmaker
I rest listening to him
He says that there is light along the road
He points to the Heavens
Pinpoint power diamond mapmakers on blue velvet
A wealth I can't conceive
To believe such small glimmers
My Master maker sets me on my feet
I shuffle, still in pain on the path
Holding her healing hand
Looking up at. the stars instead of down at the road
Wearing my jeweled crown
Giving up my orphan cloak
Sarah Walton
Learned Man, Relearn
Who shook their fist so hard at you
that you in tum must shake your own
in the face of God?
Who bound you so
with His dread judgement
and their own lack of mercy?
Little man, spread your hand-
See how wonderful it is-
See the very trees raise their arms for blessing
from what isneither wrath nor death
but grace and light.
Reach past your own shadow--
Raise your hand to Life.
Mary Van Rheenen
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The Best of
Two Worlds
Ilove rural America.
I love the way silos and barns are
silhouetted on the pastel sky. The way
combines and tractors pulling discs,
plows, and cultivators take up more
than half the road. The way you can
smell the neighbor's hog confinement
and, consequently, know which way
the wind is from. The way life almost
stops in the spring because there's too
much mud to get around.
I love soup and pie suppers; the
haze that fills the legion hall on the
night of the pancake feed. The neon
signs in downtown barwindows.lonely
filling stations, the gossips on Main
Street, the general store with everything
you could want but nothing that you
do.
I love the fact that I can read the
weekly newspaper and always find
something about someone I know. As
well as the fact that I need not worry
about locking my doors.
I love small-town pride and down-
home honesty.
And I love the people: family who
have been here for genera tions; friends
who share beliefs, values, and time;
acquaintances who greet you with a
smile; and strangers who trust you just
because you're from Iowa.
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I love all of this so much thatIswore
I would never move to a city.
But I did.
One day lastAugustI packed mycar
so full I could barely fit in and drove
down to Kansas City, Kansas. I planned
to live there for four months and do my
student teaching through the
Cooperative Urban Teacher Education
Program. My decision to go was not
made without thought and prayer, but
as I traveled down the interstate I still
wondered, "Why am Idoingthis? Why
should I leave friends, family, and
security and delve into an envirorunent
that has always given me a nervous
feeling in my stomach?"
Now Iknow why.
Ilove the way the lights outline
the tall buildings in the Missouri skyline
and the way Liberty Memorial ju ts in to
the night sky. The way traffic flows so
smoothlyandquic1dyon the interstates
surrounding the city. The way you can
smell troublewhena bright bluecaclillac
with dark windows slinks by. The
amusing way city folk cope with a batch
of snow we wouldn't think twice about.
I love the authentic tortilla chips and
hot salsa at El Taquitos and the huge
sandwiches slapped together at any
Kansas City B.B.Q. joint. Traffic lights
perfectly orchestrated, talking gas
pumps, two-bit motels always flashing
"NO vacancy," bus tling super markets,
dynamic churches, varietyeverywhere!
Ilove the fact that I can look in a
newspaper and learn what's going on
all over-inside and outside of the city.
And the fact that having to lock my
doors, strangely enough, gives me a
feeling of independence.
Ilike city-wide pride and blunt, eye-
opening honesty.
And I love the people: the colorful
collage of faces on the street, the sweet
and spicy potpourri in each classroom,
the medley of street talk and languages
from around the world, the hodge-
podge of humanity.
Was there anything in Kansas City
that I didn't like?
Certainly, there was. And, thinking
back, I don't believe I ever saw a
sunrise ... But it was there--I know -it
was. I just needed to look.
Hall-marks
Tynisha
She sat in the front row, on the end, by the desk
-when she was sitting, that is.
More often she was up on the balls of her feet,
hand raised,
#Miss,
Carlos is hitting Jeremy!
Can Ibe a chair helper?
What's the page?
I know the answer!
Igave up telling her to "please sit down."
I tried to ignore
the sparkling eyes.
Didn't she know that she should respect the rights of
others in the class?
And didn't the man,
who barged into her government-subsidized apartment,
know that he should respect
the rights of a child?
The right to be safe in one's home with one's family.
The right to play and sing,
and jump from your chair?
Without having to worry about being stabbed
with a knife.
Or thrown from a window.
Isee things through sparkling ~es now-
sparkling with tears.
Adrian
"My daddy's license plates say "GOD MAN,"
Adrian Walker announced.
Ipondered that.
Did it mean
"Man of God,"
"God, the friend of Man,"
"God, come to earth as Man,"
or "Man, Ineed God!"
With Adrian, the last one seemed most appropriate.
Brandy
I think I've discovered what it is to be idolized.
Idon't like it very well.
You're down there;
I'm up here, on the podium;
Are you really watching every move Imake?
Michael
Michael Brown:
Always the one chosen to run errands to the office and
one to carry out bus duty with pride.
Iwonder how many of his female classmates
had crushes on him?
Idid, and Iwas his teacher.
How can you help but like a boy who is
the first to learn your name,
the first to greet you,
the first to volunteer,
and the only one to stick around after the bell?
Hang on, Michael.
You and your brothers can't afford to become extinct.
Decius
There were seven dwarfs, but only one of you, Decius.
Perhaps Ishould be thankful.
Do you realize how your
shuffling,
squirming,
sassing, and
screeching
affected our class?
Do you realize how helpless I felt when you
flopped over to the "thinking chair,"
plopped down, and
shot me with a look?
Of course you don't.
Laura Verdoom
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is hands reached for a
sandwich, hands dark
and covered with
sores, pussoozedfrom
his knuckles. His
breath was thick with
liquor; his eyes, red
and puffy, confirmed
years of drinking.
The little girl peered up at me from
across the table with hungry eyes. Her
hands were pale and trembling from
fear or cold-I could not tell. She was
alone. She reminded me of other five-
year-old children that I had cared for,
but who cared for her?
The old women' 5 hands showed lines
in curves and spirals, like watching
desertsandsdriftandmove. Herbrown
eyes were deep and desperate, it
seemed, and yet she waited patiently in
the line for her food.
On that particular day we didn't
have enough lunches for seconds; there
must have been at least seventy-five
people in line. All of the homemade
vegetable soup was gone, the juice and
the bread had disappeared in a matter
of moments. We had prepared in two
hours and the food was gone in about
twenty minutes.
This was one of the many times that
I had participated in the bag lunch
ministry in downtown Newport News,
Virginia. St. Paul's and St. Andrew's
were the two Episcopal Churches that
provided a soup kitchen for the
homeless.
There were all kinds of people who
helped prepare the lunches. Some
bitchy, rich old women who felt it their
duty to be a part of the preparation.
Then they gossiped about members of
the congregation the whole time. They
would often leave right before it was
time to hand out the lunches.
When it was time to distribute the
food, we always had to have an older
man from the congregation stand
behind us for security reasons. The
majority of the homeless people were
older men or young children.
Sometimes, the older men would get a
little pushy or even rude; blunt
comments about my appearance or the
food often surprised me and sometimes
intimidated me.
After everyone in line received one
bag lunch we had to wail before giving
seconds, to assure that all late comers
would get a lunch. One lunch never
seemed to satisfy their needs. There
was so much more that they needed;
like a bath, or a place to rest from the
cold, or someone to talk to. Iwanted to
bring them inside the church and
commune with them over a hot meal.
Keeping the people outside the door
always made me feel like I was only
meeting part of their needs. A bag
lunch was an immediate need, and it
was what we could offer, but Ihave
never fel t like it was enough.
There was an old man named Rudy,
homeless himself, who would come in
on Saturday mornings ready to help
anywhere he was needed. He would
usually be singing beautiful songs and
he appeared to be celebrating life. He
had a special magic with people that
allowed him to move in and out of
different social groups, whether it was
the rich gossiping women or the poor
children in the streets. He pushed a
shopping cart covered with balloons
and messages of joy. Inside the cart
was food and clothes that he would
take to shut-ins or people who couldn't
make it to the church that Saturday.
I often brought my friends with me
on Saturday mornings. Some of them
were very hesitant about working with
thehomeless, butothers seemed to dive
into the task with excitement and joy. I
don't remember one of my friends ever
regretting coming with me. Once I
even brought my mother with me, and
together we served food to the homeless.
That was one of the best things I can
remember doing with my mother.
Before I worked with the homeless I
had done research on the growing
problem in the USA. I had the
knowledge of the problem but I had
never really met a homeless person. It
is not until Icarne face to face with the
homeless that I began to have true
compassion. It is this compassion that
mati vates me to action.
In reflection, my first response was
the selfish gratificationofknowing that
I had made a difference in someone
else's life. Then, somehow in themidst
of the bitchy women and the hungry
children, Irealized that there was more
to it than what I had done. I didn't
expect to learn from the street people,
but I did learn what it meant to be a
servant and not to expect anything in
return. They taught me who Christ
was and I saw his face in their eyes.
Whether it was the hungry child or the
old woman, I sensed the presence of
Christ.
This event has awakened my eyes to
the hungry people in the streets. I often
return to work at the soup kitchen on
Saturday mornings. This ministry at
St.Paul's Church is one of the places
that I feel most alive. It has taught me
about compassion and what itmeans to
be a follower of Christ. It has inspired
a dream to work with poor children.
Astheoldmanturnedaway,Icaught
sight of his torn green jacket. With the
bag lunch in one hand, he clung to the
cold railing on the side of the steps, and
it supported his drunken, staggering
body.
The old lady smiled as I handed her
the bag lunch for the day. I offered her
a loaf of bread tha t she could gi ve to her
grand-children back home. As she
turned away, I noticed that she walked
with a limp in her right foot. Her back
was hunched over and the winter wind
seemed. to shake her bones as if to blow
her over.
The little girl's eyes lit up when she
got her bag lunch. She sat on the curb
alone, frightened but content with some
food in her stomach. When she was
finished, she walked away from the
church and over to the highway. She
'crossed the bridge.and the filthy streets
seemed. to embrace her presence until I
lost sight of her in the distance.
Ignorant Absolution
"And wlw brought them over from Africa?"
the teacher with the nondescript name demanded.
The class, 100% middle-American, 70% Dutch-
and taught to be proud of it-
tensed with conviction.
A boy in the second row
finally thrust a pale arm through the thickening air.
"It was a Dutch ship
"that brought them first to Jamestown."
She peered at them, astonished,
over the text clutched to her own white bosom.
"Oh;" she said simply, "I didn't know."
They looked up from their hands
freed
to face one another
mutually confessed.
Mary Van Rheenen
Weltanschauung Suicide
The pounding in my heart pummels my brain
What shall I wear today?
City street musicians with bongos pick up my rhythm
What are you having for dinner?
Little boys stretching their hands slap tourists' trousers
What? Are those posters new?
My body aches from work related stresses
Will you give me a job that pays?
I think I might vacation in the Bahamas this year
Will you find me a place to stay?
I'm so full I couldn't eat another bite
Will you ever feel my hunger or dying pain?
Life has too much!
There is never enough!
A gun to my head might bring me release
It would relieve me from a heart that thinks too much
Sarah Walton
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Rapture Time of the Prophet
And sol wait
Shrouded in mists,
Entombed in the night.
Bones freezing.
Skull grinning.
Sockets staring.
Encompassing void.
I can smell a storm approaching.
I can see the dark deepening.
Ican taste the shadow of fear.
A false prophet stalks the land,
he has created his god.
He preaches shining words,
his disciples pay tribute to their master,
Kings grovel beforethe prophet,
Princes enslave themselves.
The cold holds me close.
The dark grips my soul.
Iwait, Iwait,
My God, my God...
Iwait for the sun-
A promise can't be broken.
Mourn, oh Rachel, for your daughters.
Weep, oh Israel, for your sons.
The storm is upon us,
destruction is here.
Dawn must come, will come, is coming.
An awakening,
A lightening,
A brightening.
Details appear.
The wind stirs itself,
Trees stretch their limbs,
Mist faces its demise.
Color deepens.
Grass splashes a tombstone.
Lilies lift up their heads.
Clouds shake in the heavens.
Teachyour children truth,
follow the path of righteousness.
Build a fire in the darkness,
lead others to the light.
A voice is crying in the heavens
"Woe! Woe! Woe!"
The bowl is tipped,
the scroll is opened.
The sheep are sorted,
the furnace is stoked.
The harvest is here.
A stab of fire.
The sun pierces me,
The sun bums me,
Purified seven times, Iglow like silver.
I rise from my ashes,
Iface the East,
With a rustle of wings, Ibegin to live.
Paul Beltrnan
Paul Beltrnan
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winter jacket and boots that looked too
small for his feet. I bent down to ask
him what size he wore and his parents
replied, "Tell the nice lady what size
you wear Jonathan."
He looked up and said, "A size two."
He glanced up at his parents. They
smiled lovingly at him as he waited for
This was the first time that any of us hadn't received a card in the mail. Only me to find his shoes. I searched through
had been to the Goodwill Shoe Party. I a limited number and size of shoes all of the boxes and couldn't find any! I
could find many other things to be were in this room so many people had brought a one and a half back and
doing on Christmas Eve besides going to be turned away without any. proceeded to pull off his boots and
there and having to hurry home to get The double doors were opened and socks. "Ouch!", he cried before his
ready for the Christmas Eve program immediately people began pouring in mother could tell me that he had a sore
in my church. Upon arriving at the to get their shoes. The back corner was on his foot. I gently continued to pull
Goodwill Store in Sioux City, we saw the busiest since shoes were given out the sock off while asking him ifhe liked
many poor families waiting outside to on a first-come-first-served basis. At the winter weather.
get in. Most of them were dressed in first I stayed back and helped people "It is all right, but it's cold." was his
light coats and boots trying r-....,-----;-:-....,....,.........,.---,.--------., reply.
to keep warm. They ,1;/....- ~¢'\..~\\ I To my dismay the shoes
seemed dirty and I .'., \'Y1F=======~=1 did not fit and his parents
unfriendly to me as I \. "...,!, looked at each other with\ I U
entered the Goodwill Store ,r- _... worry etched on their faces.
inmywoolcoatandgloves. ,-e-. Jonathan'sfatherputhisarm
Charles Houlton led us ......\ around her and Whispered
to the area we would be comforting words that they
working in. He has been would somehow get him a
coming here for fifteen pair of shoes for the winter.
years and told us what we Iwent back to the room and
were supposed to do. Our found a size two shoe that
job was to put a new pair had been placed in the wrong
of socks and shoes on the children. We find shoes. I was reluctant to get stack. I brought them out and smiled,
then put their old shoes in the box, involved and talk with the poor families. 'These should fit Jonathan, do you like
along with another pair of socks. This Finally I decided to help. the colors?"
sounded pretty easy. However, we were My first family was kind and patient "Yes, I like them a lot. They look
warned to make the children wear the as I searched in the back room to find warm don't they mom?"
shoes out of the building. They told us the right size shoe to fit their little girl. "Yes, they do Jonathan. Now let the
thatmanytimestheparentswouldbring She had long, blond hair with crystal young lady put them on for you."
the shoes back to the store and receive blue eyes. Her clothes hung limply on Jonathan did as his mother asked. I
the cash for them to spend on alcohol or her small body as I tried to find a shoe put the first shoe on him, being careful
other worthless items. to fit her. I kept praying that I would for the sore on the top of his foot. The
The room was beautifully decorated find a pair of shoes to fit so I wouldn't shoes fit! IwassoexcitedandJonathan's
in the Christmas spirit. There were have to turn them away with nothing. sad little face glowed from the smile
many round tables forthefamilies to sit Luckily !found a pair that fit. They told that crept from ear to ear. Jonathan's
at as they ate their cookies and drank me thank you and left to get some hot father hugged his mother and a slight
theirhotchocolateorcoffee. Santa Claus chocolate and cookies. The next little tear formed in her eye as Jonathan
and Mrs. Claus were walking around boy was not so lucky. I couldn't find showed her his new, warm shoes.
theroomtogreetthechildrenandlisten any shoes to fithim. Ihadto tell him we "Thank you so much. We really
to their holiday wishes. A long row of had no shoes his size. He left appreciate your help. You don't know
chairs ran along one wall with similar disappointed and went to get some how much this means to us."
chairs facing them for the children to sit knitted mittens and a hat. I smiled as Jonathan got down from
at. Next to this was the table where the It was now about the middle of the his chair. His mother told him,
parents showed their card with their afternoon and in a couple of hours I "Jonathan give the young lady a hug
child's name on itto receive the correct would be leaving to go home to my and kiss and tell her thank you for the
shoes. Along the opposite wall, four comfortably-warm home and family. shoes."
tables were heaped full of mittens, As thoughts of home and escape from I sat on both knees and the little boy
gloves,caps,andscarvesforthechildren. this place entered my head, a small boy with the large chestnut eyes looked
"Silent Night" played softly in the crawled into a chair nextto me, looked lovingly into my face. He gave me a
background as the snow fell gently up and asked, "Do you have any shoes hug with his little arms and a tiny kiss
outside. that would fit me, please?" I turned to on the cheek. He looked into my eyes
In the back was a small corner with find an adorable little boy with chestnut and softly said, "Thank you."
a small semi-circle of chairs and two eyes looking pleadingly into mine. His "You're welcome" I replied as his
large open doors. The doors revealed parents stood behind himwearing only mother grasped his hand and the family
boxes of left-over shoes and socks. summer jackets and tennis shoes with walked over to get him new gloves and
Families could go there for shoes if they holes. The two-year-old boy wore a a cap for the winter cold.
Shoes that Fit
Michele Koopmans
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